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Introduction: Ideology and Institutions

  The ideology and institutions underlying lawyering for social justice are in a transitional period characterized by academic debate and innovative practices.   Diminished funding for lawyers for subordinated people [FN1] and challenges to the lawyer-client hierarchy are contributing to the uncertainty; out of uncertainty, however, can come innovation.

  The academic debate centers on the ways in which law, lawyers, and legal institutions affect the situations of subordinated people.   At the heart of the controversy are challenges to the canonical model for social change lawyering  [FN2] that has been dominant since the 1960s: the Legal Services Corporation (LSC) model.   The LSC model provides lawyer-based representation of the poor in a neighborhood office staffed by salaried lawyers and paralegals, organized as a hierarchy among staff members and between staff and clients, and regulated and funded by a federal agency.

  The challenges come from two directions: internal critique and external analysis.   The internal critique questions the efficacy of lawyering in LSC programs; the external analysis draws on scholarly writings that create a new theoretical lawyering model for subordinated people.   The LSC internal critique targets lawyer proficiency and political efficacy. [FN3] *416 The proficiency problem is attributed either to a lack of lawyer competency or to institutional demands.   The political efficacy critique states that narrow, case-by-case lawyering cannot effectively improve the overall situation of poor people, contrasting the LSC's current individual approach with its early approach, which emphasized community organizing and systemic litigation.  [FN4]

  The external analysis expresses a different vision of advocacy on behalf of subordinated people. [FN5]  Sometimes called "critical lawyering," this theory addresses two major concerns: improving lawyer-client relationships in order more effectively to serve subordinated groups, and rethinking the relationship between legal work and political mobilization. [FN6]  Critical lawyering aims to provide subordinated people with greater access to legal representation and to promote more social change. [FN7]  While providing practical suggestions for reform, critical lawyering theorizes social change lawyering, drawing heavily on feminist and critical race jurisprudence.  [FN8]  Critical lawyering theory softens the distinction between individual client work and "impact" work on test cases, class actions, and legislation. It views client work as transformative in and of itself, lessening the tension between advocating on behalf of individual clients and pursuing transformative goals.   Collaborative lawyer-client relationships, [FN9] *417 and working with social movements and client groups are central tenets of critical lawyering.   Social change lawyers are also uncomfortable with traditional hierarchical workplace relationships and seek to transform the workplace into a more collegial site. [FN10]

  The internal critique and external analysis have different institutional goals.   The aim of the internal critique is to revitalize the LSC model so it can continue as the primary location for social change lawyering.  [FN11]  Deep funding cuts and restrictions in federal tax support for LSC reflect a growing belief in fiscal austerity, welfare reform, and hostility to lawyers. [FN12]  Cutbacks and radical restructuring of welfare programs are devastating for legal services lawyers.   Having premised their legitimacy on government's obligations to subordinated people, and having built institutions and careers around government funding, they now find both threatened.   One veteran legal services attorney describes his decision to leave and set up a private practice as "pretty easy." [FN13]  The internal critics are deeply concerned about maintaining LSC in light of funding cutbacks and the defection of experienced lawyers.

  Although the internal critics realize that rethinking LSC programs is essential in obtaining revived congressional support, there is substantial disagreement on how to revitalize the LSC programs. [FN14]  The disagreements in the literature relate to the potential for social change through individual case representation, the significance of mobilization, and the importance of quality assurances. [FN15]  There is little discussion of rethinking relationships with clients, creating and maintaining workplace collegiality, or collaborating with community groups using nonlawyer models.

  On the other hand, the lawyers and scholars associated with the external analysis are exploring alternative institutions for social change *418 lawyering. [FN16]  Because prospects for state funding are dimming, opportunities for government employment are declining, and our ideas about the best approach to lawyering for subordinated groups are changing, alternative practices for social change lawyering should be identified and encouraged. Recent studies have identified alternative practices, including social justice law firms, law school clinical programs, pro bono models, and client nonprofits, at work in several different geographic locations. [FN17]  These social change practices display an alternative ideological and institutional vision for practicing law for subordinated people.   These practices illustrate the viability of models that use diverse funding sources and depend upon a commitment to collaborative lawyer-client relationships.   Alternative practices both create and reflect ideological and institutional frameworks for social justice.   Ironically, these same elements also create conflicts that may jeopardize the survival of these practices.   The success of such practices is crucial as they assist clients, redeem lawyers, and expand the realm of social change lawyering.

  This Article examines two models of alternative practices now functioning in Wisconsin. [FN18]  Both models may be termed "embedded": they are in the private sector, provide services for subordinated people, evolve from a local community and legal culture, and are client funded.   The first *419 model is the "client nonprofit": nonprofit organizations that serve specific client groups and integrate lawyering into the operation of these organizations' mission.   The second model is the "social justice law firm": fee-for-service firms that incorporate lawyering for causes and disadvantaged groups within their overall practice.   I describe the operation of these practices, analyze their key elements, and compare their effectiveness.   I then discuss how the elements of nonlawyer control, diverse funding, and new lawyer recruitment, which characterize these practices, produce conflict within the profession.   I conclude with a challenge to the bar and to law schools to encourage cooperative coexistence among social change lawyers and tolerance of experimentation.


I. Embedded Practices

A. The Client Nonprofit

  There are a growing number of nonprofit organizations that work with subordinated people; they range from support groups to housing rehabilitative services to homeless shelters. [FN19]  The ascendancy of the client nonprofit during the 1980s "stemmed from the preference of government funders for using private groups to deliver new services rather than expanding government agencies." [FN20]

  These nonprofits view their mission as strengthening the collective and individual power of their clients.   Law, lawyers, and legal institutions emerge as both enablers and obstacles in the achievement of their goals.   This Section profiles client nonprofits in Wisconsin that are aggressively pursuing legal strategies on behalf of their clients: an older people's advocacy group and battered women's shelters. [FN21]  These organizations were selected because each organization exhibits a well-developed integration of its mission with the utilization of law and lawyers, demonstrates financial and leadership stability, and provides services throughout the state.


*420 1. Services for Seniors

  The Coalition of Wisconsin Aging Groups (CWAG) is a nonprofit corporation founded in 1978.   It is the leading Wisconsin-based service and advocacy organization for older people.   CWAG's central missions are advocating for the special needs of older persons, assuring that older persons are recognized as people of dignity and worth, and affirming that older persons are partners in building the Wisconsin of tomorrow for people of all ages. [FN22]  CWAG provides its members with services and programs ranging from legislative lobbying to counseling on home equity mortgages to sponsoring a Medicare supplement insurance policy. [FN23]

  CWAG understands the impact of law on the lives of its members.   The drastic reduction of the number of elderly poor is directly related to the creation of Medicare and the increases in Social Security during the 1960s. [FN24]  But these programs also generated rules and bureaucracy that negatively impact the lives of older persons.   An increasing concern of older people is autonomy and control in their lives; laws and legal institutions influence access to home- based, long-term care and determine medical right-to-die decisions.

  From its inception, CWAG's law-related program has provided legislative lobbying, grassroots activism, and client education.   CWAG substantially expanded its legal services commitment in 1991 when its Board approved a merger with a well-respected legal project serving the elderly.   Funded by federal and state funds, the project is an innovative legal services delivery system serving thousands of older persons throughout the state. [FN25]  Nonlawyers, called "benefit specialists," are located in county offices and provide public benefits counseling and advocacy to older people.   Staff lawyers from the legal unit provide backup to these field benefit specialists.

  CWAG's budget and program reflect its increased strength and viability after the merger.   The executive director indicates that CWAG received funding for two new services--counseling for home equity conversion *421 and food stamp outreach--because of its increased strength and visibility. [FN26]  Funding for the legal unit has also expanded with local and national foundations and agencies providing additional funds. [FN27]

  In addition to the field benefit specialists, there are now four lawyers on the CWAG staff.   The scope of legal services provided has expanded to include a guardianship support center and an elder abuse project.   While most of the services are provided by the staff attorneys and benefit specialists, several of the projects use pro bono attorneys.   The benefit specialist system produces high-quality client service for two reasons.  First, the advocates understand the needs of elderly clients such as the need to provide legal services through home visits to the disabled.   Second, the benefit specialists are experts in the legal concerns of the elderly such as Medicare and Social Security. [FN28]

  Collaboration between the lawyers and other CWAG staff members has positive effects.   The statewide client casework provides the CWAG legislative lobbyists with personal, local stories for their discussions with legislators.   The extensive casework also creates a statistical base to establish areas of concern for legislation, administrative agency reform, and class actions.   The addition of the lawyer staff also creates what the executive director terms "synergy," arising from the combination of the expertise of the legal staff with concerns identified by the rest of the staff and Board. [FN29]

  The placement of a law unit within the client organization creates an organic client-constituency-lawyer relationship.   Such a relationship results in the respectful treatment of clients, more efficient collaboration between the client group and the lawyers, and an overall strengthening of the organization.


2. Shelters for Battered Women

  Over the past twenty years, a vital movement to assist battered women has emerged. [FN30]  In Wisconsin, the sites providing services to battered women are community-based shelters, which are nonprofit organizations funded through a mixture of government grants, foundation support, *422 and individual and corporate contributions.   The shelters also belong to the Wisconsin Coalition Against Domestic Violence (WCADV), a statewide coalition that provides education and advocacy for battered women and support for the shelters. [FN31]

  The movement against domestic violence has involved substantial interaction among movement activists, clients, and lawyers. [FN32]  Lawyers have been part of the strategy that insists on treating domestic violence as a crime and ensuring that the criminal justice system treats victims fairly. [FN33] Groups advocating for battered women have fought to have battered women represented in the court system by advocates knowledgeable about the psychological dimension of battering. [FN34]  In recent years, battered women's groups have also demanded greater access to family services and government policies that provide income to women in transition from violent relationships to independence. [FN35]

  Each Wisconsin shelter provides a variety of legal services to its clients.  Interviews with the directors of these shelters indicate different combinations of legal service providers, including staff lawyers, lay advocates, lawyer board members, LSC lawyers, pro bono attorneys, and private bar referrals. Human and economic resources for the legal services come from the general budget of the agency, Legal Services Corporation representation, and pro bono contributions from the private bar. [FN36]  One shelter receives specific foundation and bar association grants to fund a staff attorney. [FN37] Another raises donations to build a retainer fund to reimburse pro bono attorney costs. [FN38]

  Advocacy for protective orders is provided by a "legal advocate," a nonlawyer who assists battered women in court by aiding in the petitioning process, accompanying victims to court, and educating the court and police about the needs of battered women.   The shelters rely on the legal advocate to walk the women through the protective order process.   The advocates are often part-time, sometimes pro bono; several shelters employ *423 former deputy sheriffs with criminal justice degrees as legal advocates. [FN39]

  Representation in family law matters varies with the shelter's resources.  One shelter employs a full-time staff attorney to provide family law services to clients who cannot qualify for the local LSC program.   The shelter hired the lawyer because it was unable to locate private attorneys to provide the services.   The director explained: 
    We worked hard to develop a pro bono network, but it's been very difficult....  Most lawyers are reluctant to take pro bono work in this area.   This is partly because the cases often evolve into messy custody disputes or other messy areas.   Also, there may be a stigma attached, and the lawyers would lose other work in the community if strongly associated with victims of domestic violence. [FN40]

  Another shelter uses the local LSC office for family law cases.   The shelter does the screening and makes referrals to that office.   If the client is above income limits, the LSC office uses a referral service under which the client pays a private lawyer a reduced fee.   Even where the LSC office is providing the legal work, clients are directed to the shelter for nonlegal support while going through a divorce. [FN41]  The LSC office relies on this support.   As one staff attorney observes, the LSC office is "not able to handle divorces well without the screening by the shelter....  Clients go through the shelters for divorces so the women get support." [FN42]

  The shelters' work on behalf of battered women extends beyond individual assistance; they integrate policy action with case representation.   Advocacy by the shelters in the legislature is coordinated through WCADV.   The shelters' local base assists in providing effective lobbying.   One shelter director states: "I have earned and worked for a good relationship with my state senator and representatives.   They call me and say 'You are my adviser on this issue."' [FN43]  Action on public and community issues also creates a sense of empowerment in clients.   One shelter indicated that "it encourages victims to contact WCADV directly.   The most common progression is to see women who were once clients become volunteers and then stay active in their community."  [FN44]

  *424 A nonhierarchical workplace environment for staff and clients can be a key aspect of the shelters' missions.   Respect and shared responsibility at the shelters can reduce psychological and emotional battering in our society by modeling alternative forms of interaction.   One approach to a nonhierarchical workplace is maintaining a collegial and humane office.   One worker comments: "We consider ourselves equal.   Nobody wants anybody else's job." [FN45] The shelters' organizational structure can also promote equality.   One shelter experimented with a collective model but has moved to a more structured environment where the director, though the final decision maker, employs a participatory management style. [FN46]

  The shelters recognize that social change requires workplaces that embody goals of respect and equality; however, client crises combined with limited staff resources make nontraditional workplaces difficult to maintain. One shelter's staff considers tension in the workplace to be inevitable because "the work itself creates a constant crisis." [FN47]


3. Observations on the Client Nonprofit

  Both CWAG and the battered women's shelters realize that lawyers, legal institutions, and laws are significant factors in advancing the interests of their clients and their own organizational goals.   They attempt to operationalize a system that will improve their clients' experience with the law.   They provide empowering client representation and collaboration between lawyers and client groups.   The organizations understand that providing individual case representation is critical to the goals of the group; they believe that collective power increases through successful individual client representation.   Both nonprofits also engage in more traditional collective action such as group organizing, legislative lobbying, and class actions.  Each organization has been able to generate funding for its legal program by combining federal and state government funds, organized bar and individual lawyer contributions, foundation and business grants, and charitable donations.

  These organizations opportunistically locate LSC and public interest lawyers, pro bono attorneys, and lay advocates on their staffs to provide these services.   The use of lay advocates for representation is a striking feature of the client nonprofit model. [FN48]  Locally based lay advocates provide *425 a significant portion of the services, working closely with the lawyers associated with the nonprofits.   In the CWAG system, the county agency for the aging hires the benefit specialist and provides the local legal support base.   The supervising lawyers are based in a single state office or regional LSC office.   The locally based battered women's shelters have a lay advocate housed within their organization who provides local court services to the clients.   The advocate has an informal relationship with a staff attorney, a pro bono attorney, or an LSC office attorney.   The shelters also have a coordinating relationship with WCADV, which provides technical assistance and counseling to the local lay advocates and lawyers. [FN49]

  Two major tensions arise in the client nonprofit model: one between the lawyers and the nonprofit organization, and the other between the lawyers and the lay advocates.   The tension between the lawyers and the nonprofit organization stems from the conflict between the nonprofit's mission and the lawyer's view of client service.   The nonprofit sees the purpose of the legal program as enhancing the situation of the client group, a view that may require tradeoffs with individual client service.   A CWAG lawyer discusses a current example, where the organizational priority is home-based, long-term care as an alternative to nursing home care, but he identifies an alternative client need, such as eligibility for local welfare grants, that is not being met: "I raise [general assistance] issues where I think we should take a higher profile, but I am not successful.   I am told it doesn't affect older people as much as the general population, which is true, [but it leaves me unable to help needy clients]." [FN50]

  Contributing to tension between the lawyer and the nonprofit is the conflict between the lawyer's duties to the court and the organization's procedures.   The director of one shelter indicates that the attorney was difficult to fit into a participatory office: "They try to include the attorney into the picture, but they have to work harder to include the attorney.   Part of the problem is sheer scheduling because the attorney has to be in court."  [FN51]

  The tensions may be perceived by the nonprofit leadership as stemming from the lawyer's lack of commitment to the overall mission of the nonprofit. Lawyers may view the tension as arising from their own concern *426 for the adequacy of client representation. [FN52]  Both perceive the tenuous connection of the staff lawyers to the broader profession as a source of tension.   There exists the perception that the position as a nonprofit staff lawyer results in both a diminished ability to influence the lawyer's peers and a loss of prestige within the professional community.

  The second major tension lies between lawyers and lay advocates.   A staff attorney in one shelter recalled: 
    A staff person spends much more time with a client than a lawyer and may believe that the client qualifies for help from the shelter.   After a brief review, the attorney may reject the client based on the "rules," disagreeing with the staff member.   In the past, there was difficulty in finding ways to work that through. [FN53]

The attorney continued that although improving communication lessens this tension, "the attorney's responsibility is to act independently and to make the determinations under the ethical guidelines"; therefore, the tension will always be present. [FN54]

  Despite the integral use of lay advocates in the legal program of these nonprofits, some lawyers may view lay advocates as "second best."   Various reasons have been presented for this position: insufficient training and supervision of the advocate, perceived power imbalance when lay advocates face lawyers on the other side, and fear of unauthorized practice of law charges.

  The lack of resources available to these nonprofits can result in insufficient training and supervision of lay advocates. [FN55]  There is no prescribed education for these lay advocates; each one comes from a different background and must be individually trained.   In the CWAG system, the attorney does not have complete supervision over the benefit specialist, as the county hires the benefit specialist and may restrict the benefit specialist's activities. [FN56]  Several shelter directors note that lay advocates are less effective than the staff attorney but suggest that effective lay advocacy can be achieved through training. [FN57]

  Nevertheless, even the best trained lay advocate may have less credibility with the courts, other lawyers, and the community than the lawyer.   This creates a perceived power imbalance between lawyers and lay advocates.   A lay advocate who accompanies domestic violence victims to court and assists in requesting restraining orders finds lawyers challenging her *427 right to provide assistance.   In one case, a lawyer directly challenged a lay advocate's right to provide assistance by saying, "Why are you trying to be an attorney?"  [FN58]  This form of intimidation undercuts the lay advocate's ability to feel confident invoking her advocacy skills on behalf of her client and to obtain recognition of her competence.

  In addition to promoting the power imbalance between lawyers and lay advocates, such statements arouse the fear of unauthorized practice of law charges.   As one director stated: "We are in dangerous and murky water with the legal advocate.   We're filling a void of legal information and we don't know when we're crossing the line.   Attorneys use this to accuse us of providing legal services and diminish our effectiveness." [FN59]  This fear can chill lay advocacy efforts, heightening the tension between lawyers and lay advocates.

  Despite these limitations, studies of the CWAG program consistently commend the competence of the lay advocates and the model's long-term success.  [FN60]  Because Wisconsin has enacted specific legislation to allow their presence in court, the shelter lay advocates are integrated into the anti- domestic violence system. [FN61]  Several lawyers and directors stated that although administering the lay advocacy program presented difficulties, there is no alternative; the resources just do not exist to have highly competent, trained lawyers staff these positions. [FN62]

  Both major tensions, between the lawyer and the nonprofit organization and between the lawyer and the advocate, rest on a shifting of the paradigm of the lawyer-client relationship.   The client nonprofit model presents a model of client organizational control, lawyer participation, and use of nonlawyers radically different from that with which most people are familiar.


*428 B. The Social Justice Law Firm

  The model of the full-time public interest practitioner in a legal assistance office is of limited attraction to many recent law school graduates who want to do social justice work.   The private sector appears to be more economically viable than the shrinking public arena. [FN63]  The new approaches to lawyering for subordinated people articulated by critical lawyering theorists also interest these young lawyers.   Thus, changes in economic realities and new theoretical insights render alternative private practice an appealing option for social change lawyering. [FN64]

  This Section focuses on two firms that have succeeded in developing such practices.   They were selected because they exemplify the tenets supported by critical lawyering theory: commitment to community and collective action, collaboration with clients, and an alternative workplace environment.   They have succeeded in creating socially conscious practices by selecting an appropriate substantive law specialty, combining individual case representation with collective action, and working with social movements.   Because of their ability to fund their alternative practice creatively, these firms have remained in existence for quite a while, suggesting that the model is sustainable.


1. Strickland & Caldwell: Feminist Issues [FN65]

  Strickland & Caldwell is a law firm consisting of two white women partners, a junior attorney, and one paralegal.   Currently the practice primarily focuses on family law, including divorce actions and child custody cases, supplemented by estate planning, appellate, and general practice.   Both women's interest in family law stems from their early involvement in women's rights issues; they were lobbyists and litigators involved in shaping Wisconsin's no-fault divorce legislation in the 1970s.   Both were also part of the dramatic upsurge in women attending law school in the early 1970s, and their feminist consciousness reflects some of their law school experiences. [FN66]

  *429 The lawyers started the practice in reaction to the anti-family law attitudes in the large firm where they originally initiated a successful family law practice.   Strickland notes: 
    [T]here are a lot of problems with a family law practice: you have more accounts receivable, you have more complaining clients, a lot of things that lawyers hate....  Because of the messiness of it, people didn't really like it, and because it reflected on their status.   They didn't like being thought of as a family-law firm. [FN67]

  The lawyers express their commitment to advancing civil rights through involvement in feminist and bar organizations.   As president of the local YWCA, Strickland is developing the "Y" into the only local organization providing housing and services to single women and their children.   During her term as president, she plans to develop a volunteer legal assistance program to provide residents with legal representation and information. [FN68]  She is also a leading activist on issues that advance interests of women lawyers and women clients.   Active in both the traditional state bar as well as the local women lawyers group, she thinks bar groups are useful for networking and support, but believes that she must use her position to battle against their traditionalist viewpoints. [FN69]  Caldwell's commitments include substantial pro bono cases, referred by the local domestic violence shelter. [FN70]  Last year, for example, the firm represented clients in two complex cases, which resulted in the firm's income declining by thirty percent. Caldwell notes that they consider this sort of sacrifice as a reason for the creation of the firm and have no regrets. [FN71]

  The lawyer-client interaction is an important aspect of Strickland & Caldwell's alternative practice.   The lawyers stress their collaborative relationship with clients.   Caldwell describes her approach to lawyer-client relationships as holistic; she collaborates with her clients and tries to make the situation that necessitated contact with the legal system a positive experience. [FN72]  She notes, "I see my role with the client as being a resource, but not a decision maker." [FN73]

  *430 The creation of a humanistic environment is a key aspect of a feminist law firm. [FN74]  The firm sees the importance of a workplace that reflects the institutional statement of a consensual office.   Caldwell reports: " T here is no place in this law firm for someone who is not a feminist in terms of working relationships." [FN75]  The creation of their own firm is a demonstration of these attorneys' commitment to a workplace that expresses client collaboration, social commitment, and humanistic interaction.


2. Smith & Associates: African American Community Development

  Smith, an African American man, is the lead partner of the firm Smith & Associates. [FN76]  He cofounded the firm with well-known civil rights and employment discrimination attorneys. [FN77]  Smith & Associates' practice comprises work with local economic development clients as well as civil rights and employment discrimination cases. [FN78]  Smith also represents consumers in class actions.

  Smith has been greatly influenced by his Virginia roots; inspired by Patrick Henry and James Madison, Smith wanted to play a role in American history.   His college experience at Hampton Institute politicized him in terms of the African American struggle.   As a young African American growing up in the national political activism of the 1960s, Smith recognized that the United States had to change to meet the demands of a changing society.   He states: "I wanted to do what I could to promote civil and social issues.   I wanted to help in the advancement of African-Americans and hopefully that has translated into helping the collective [community]." [FN79]  His job as an associate at a large law firm allowed him to work with an attorney who for many years combined a successful social justice practice with corporate clients. [FN80]

  Smith's practice enables him both to represent clients in a manner consistent with their social values and to advocate for groups on broad social issues. The firm's work includes a substantial minority business practice made possible by expertise Smith acquired in the corporate and *431 tax practices of his former firm.   Collaborative interaction between lawyer and client allows for a realization of their shared commitment to the goals of community advancement. He sees his firm as allied with the African American community's struggle for respect and economic viability. [FN81]

  Smith describes his practice, nonetheless, as a struggle to keep the rent and overhead paid while carrying contingency-based employment discrimination and class action cases.   His aspirations to accept some cases regardless of fees is proving more difficult than he anticipated. [FN82]

  Smith & Associates' aim is to create a humane environment within the office.  Smith says: "One of the goals of the firm is to have a firm where people are treated in a respectful manner.   We don't have an office where people are expected to make coffee and do grunt work." [FN83]  He sees a humanistic environment as an essential component of the firm's social values.


3. Observations on the Social Justice Law Firm

  The attorneys in these two firms search for consonance between their professional roles and their personal identities by combining social change lawyering with fee-for-service work.   The lawyers' commitment to or concern for a specific social movement is the essential element: women's rights for Strickland & Caldwell and African American community development for Smith. They express their commitment by engaging in community and collective action, collaborating with clients, and developing humanistic offices.

  The ability of the firms to participate in community and collective action while remaining viable is striking.   They succeed by selecting an appropriate substantive law specialty, combining individual case representation and collective action, and working with social movements. [FN84]

  Family and community development law are viable areas for practice on behalf of subordinated people; as specialty practices that attract clients who can pay fees, they contribute to the sustainability of the firms. [FN85]  Family law practice places the lawyer in a key position both to assist clients who are restructuring their lives and to represent women's groups *432 seeking to reform family law through court challenges, legislation, and community programs. [FN86]  Community economic development assists the economic well- being of inner-city neighborhoods by combining business and tax counseling with community development interests. [FN87]

  Due to their specialized practices, the lawyers in social justice law firms are able to maintain productive relationships with the social movements that inspired their legal careers.   Strickland and Caldwell are actively involved with local battered women's shelters and women's bar associations.  [FN88]  Smith works closely with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and an African American bar association.  [FN89]  He also works with groups such as "One Hundred Black Men," a national and local effort to ally successful African American men with central city youth. [FN90]  The lawyers realize that collective action is essential for their social practices.   Since their firms are small and isolated, they locate or create organizations that can provide connections and size.

  These lawyers struggle to keep their practices economically viable while achieving their social and personal goals.   The social justice law firms use funding from diverse sources to maintain financial viability.   Strickland & Caldwell, while primarily relying on client fees, uses government revenue for guardian ad litem appointments and representation of paternity cases.   Smith & Associates uses hourly rate charges, contingency fees, and court awards to keep afloat.   Smith consciously constructed his firm to function with diverse clients and diverse revenue sources in order to maximize its chances for survival. [FN91]  Contingent fee arrangements contribute to the "constant financial tension" that the social justice law firms experience. [FN92]

  The values to which these practitioners are committed--social change, collaboration with clients, and collegial workplaces--must be negotiated within the broader context of legal practice.   The economics of the market and new technologies affect the ability of the social justice law firms to continue their practices.   Large firms may successfully compete *433 for economic development business based on their breadth of expertise, undercutting the social justice law firms' years of dedicated involvement with community organizations. [FN93]  Emerging techniques within legal practices may also present challenges to the values of social justice law firms.   For example, routinized divorce systems could cut against the empowerment goals of Strickland and Caldwell by removing the client from an active part in defining the legal problem, goals, and strategy. [FN94]  The continual struggle to maintain values in a competitive market creates tensions in a social justice law firm.   The lawyers in social justice law firms seek daily to balance and combine client-centered representation, collective action, and economic viability.


II. Learning from the Practices

  There is no one "silver bullet" that will satisfy all the visionary goals of critical lawyering. [FN95]  The tensions between lawyer autonomy and organizational goals in the client nonprofits and between personal identity and viable practice in the social justice law firms are integral to the practices. These practices provide models for emulation because of their contradictions and complexity.

  Both the client nonprofit and the social justice law firm are viable means of pursuing the use of law for social justice.   Each advances a conception of "lawyering [that] is no longer a unidirectional professional service." [FN96]  The two models share similar elements: a local base with connection to larger networks, client collaboration, and diverse funding. These factors are crucial for the economic viability and the transformative potential of the practices.

  The embedded practices models have particular importance when considering the structural deterioration within the Legal Services Corporation delivery system.   A national scope, enormous budget, and organized bar support has enabled the LSC model to emerge as the hegemonic paradigm for delivering legal services. [FN97]  However, the ability of this model to deliver adequate services is severely undermined by the combination *434 of LSC funding cutbacks, threats of elimination, and programmatic restrictions. [FN98] Internal critiques of the LSC model do not address some of the structural concerns that the alternative embedded practices models highlight: the commitment to a single approach, the difficulty of surmounting hierarchy within the offices, and the resistance to substantial nonlawyer participation.

  Embedded practices are alternative sites for legal services for subordinated groups, new models that can maintain and expand the use of law to assist these groups.   However, they include elements that may present threats and challenges to traditional professional concepts and institutions.   These elements include nonlawyer participation and practice, nontraditional funding, and the diversity of new lawyers.


A. Nonlawyer Participation and Practice

  Practices embedded in client nonprofits present two major issues concerning nonlawyers: the relationship between law and the nonprofit's mission, and the role of nonlawyers in the delivery of legal services.   The nonprofits realize that the legal system is a structure that can assist or hinder their clients in achieving material and psychological improvement.   They see that practices for individual clients and for policy implementation are both essential for successful engagement with the legal system, and understand that practice and policy are interrelated.   They see that work toward legal reform can be performed by lawyers and nonlawyers alike; the nonprofits have been accustomed, for example, to using non-lawyer lobbyists.   The utilization of nonlawyers in the provision of legal services is part of an organizational understanding that lay advocates and pro se advocacy may be as effective as lawyer provided legal services.

  Both the organizational supervision of the lawyer and the use of nonlawyers create potential conflict with lawyer professionalism and threaten lawyer income.   The lawyers who work in the nonprofits are aware of these tensions and often feel uncomfortable.   The ability of a nonlawyer organization to set priorities for clients and to control lawyer behavior is a controversial issue.   The Model Rules of Professional Conduct specifically state: "A lawyer shall not permit a person who ... employs ... the lawyer to render legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering such legal services." [FN99]  LSC lawyers fought to maintain this section when the Rules were rewritten in order to protect their interests in relation to the programs that employed them. [FN100]

  *435 The use of nonlawyers presents issues of unauthorized practice.   Criminal and civil charges can be raised against both the nonlawyer and the lawyer who supervises and advises the nonlawyer. [FN101]  The use of non-lawyers also raises economic concerns in legal practice.   The recent report of the American Bar Association (A.B.A.) on nonlawyer practice directly confronts the conflict between the growth of nonlawyer practice and the restrictions on unauthorized practice contained in the A.B.A. Model Rules of Professional Conduct. [FN102]  The recommendations convey a more sympathetic stance toward allowing nonlawyer practices but place the responsibility for implementation of these recommendations on state bars. [FN103]

  Early indications are that a significant battle over the ability of nonlawyers to provide legal services is emerging.   There are practitioners who fear loss of income to nonlawyers working with community groups or to the free- standing paralegal.   There are LSC attorneys who insist on the model of the lawyer-controlled delivery system.   Public statements of the bar, interpretation of the Model Rules, and potential disciplinary actions will influence the ability of nonprofits to continue their innovative legal programs. [FN104]

  The social justice law firms also demonstrate a strong interest in client control and participation.   There are proposals for an alternative collaborative lawyer-client relationship within a law firm; attorneys are providing services to assist clients and devising arrangements where the lawyer and client divide the work. [FN105]  As one proponent states, "I respect the client.   I respect their intelligence....  People feel very good about themselves working with a lawyer in this manner." [FN106]  Although these techniques for lawyer-client collaboration can raise concerns about adequate representation that are causing ethical and professional debates, [FN107] *436 they focus on allowing lawyers to provide less expensive legal services while promoting client empowerment.


B. Politics of Funding

  In a period of shrinking government resources and antipathy toward lawyers,   [FN108] financial support for legal services requires strategic planning. Additional funding for legal services for subordinated people can be encouraged by the existence of diverse practice sites.   New funding sources can include client contributions, client-based government funding, and new legal claims.

  Practices that serve poor, working poor, and middle-class people are crucial to eliminating the image of the poor as the "other." [FN109]  Social justice law firms serve diverse social classes by using sliding-scale fee schedules based on income and by combining grant subsidies with client fee payments.  [FN110]  The utilization of client contribution creates firms that serve the larger community, undercutting the destructive separateness of the poor.

  A key component of the LSC model to serve the poor is a separate staff attorney office that provides services for no cost; this aspect relates to the concept that the poor are a unified group and require attorneys with specialized knowledge.   The separate office serving the poor results in rigid eligibility criteria that both enforce the separation of the poor and curtail client financial contribution toward support of the programs.

  Social justice law firms could benefit by allowing and encouraging practices that serve a larger community.   The financial viability of the social justice law firms is increased if they are eligible for financial assistance through grants to underwrite their low-income client and group advocacy.

  CWAG and the domestic violence shelters receive government funding for their legal programs.   The Older Americans Act funds legal services for older persons [FN111] and the Violence Against Women Act funds the *437 law program of the battered women's organizations. [FN112]  Other client groups could organize to create such resources.   Specialized funding proposals are attractive to government and foundation donors.   The combination of a strong client base, an innovative delivery system, and a diverse package of funding sources could be successful even in these times of budget cutbacks.   A fund for community economic development, for example, could be created; client nonprofits like the NAACP and social justice law firms like Smith & Associates could compete for funds.

  The development and funding of specific delivery systems for subordinated groups may be opposed, however, by lawyers who do not accept the vision of different lawyering for differing groups of the poor.   The vision of the poor as a single group is the basis for the current LSC model for delivery and justifies its funding.   The encouragement of a variety of delivery systems for different segments of the poor and other subordinated groups will produce conflicts over funding and legitimacy, undercutting the LSC hegemonic model.  [FN113]

  Social justice law firms and client nonprofits have an incentive to create legal claims that provide attorney fees; they rely on this income for their viability. [FN114]  Lead paint tort actions are an example of a legal claim for the poor developed by social justice law firms to advance client interests and to achieve revenue. [FN115]  Nonprofits in cooperation with private law firms often generate class actions against discriminating businesses.   These collaborative ventures unite client group activism with the expertise of litigators. [FN116]  These claims, however, may be developed by any lawyer; the style of the pursuit of the claim and the revenue received may not be linked to client empowerment, group mobilization, or pro bono service. Nonetheless, the development of new legal claims is crucial to the financial viability of social justice law firms.


C. Diversity of New Lawyers

  The tradition of commitment to the advancement of disadvantaged groups is a distinct and laudable aspect of the American legal profession.   *438 The maintenance of a group of lawyers committed to social justice is crucial to the ideology of the profession. [FN117]  Economics, efficacy, and identity concerns, however, impede the entrance of new lawyers into transformative practices.

  Law students confront a tight job market burdened with large student loans.  Government jobs are declining and the LSC program positions are in jeopardy. Law school students are exposed to different theories of the effectiveness of law for social change, of the lawyer's appropriate ethical role, and of the ability of legal institutions to respond to subordinated groups. [FN118] Relational feminist theory, for example, values the "ethic of care" that may argue for nonadversarial practice. [FN119]  Critical race theories emphasize the need to look at race as well as poverty in determining the needs of the poor and in deriving relevant strategies. [FN120]  The diversity of theories are related, in part, to the increase of white women and people of color in the legal profession. [FN121]  Currently, women represent about forty percent of the student body and just under twenty percent of the profession.   People of color constitute about ten percent of the total enrollment in law schools and somewhat less of the total bar membership. [FN122]

  These new social change lawyers bring diverse theoretical models and identities into practice.   The practices available to these lawyers are diverse in organization and funding.   The social justice law firms and battered women's nonprofits are examples of the new practices.   Often dissatisfied with traditional practice models, [FN123] these new lawyers are *439 forming "specialty" bar associations that provide support and networks for these diverse new lawyers and are uniting to locate, fund, and provide programs, aimed at the disadvantaged, that reflect the new lawyers' understandings of how law and lawyering can assist social justice.   These new entrants and practices revitalize the tradition of lawyers committed to social change.


Conclusion: The Challenge to the Bar and to Law Schools

  A vision of the activist lawyer who works collaboratively with clients and colleagues, develops a holistic practice, and identifies with a subordinated client group can be glimpsed in the embedded practices.   These practices are developed by lawyers or client groups who identify client need and develop strategies to address that need, showing imagination and vigor.   The elements of client participation, diverse funding sources, and new lawyer diversity facilitate the creation of these models.

  These models of embedded practices are fragmented and fragile works in progress.   They are not united in one system or organized in a trade association.   Their strength comes from the client groups that defend and support their funding and existence.   The embedded practices, however, also depend on the actions of the bar and law schools.   The response from these institutions to the challenge posed by embedded practices to the profession will be crucial to the expansion and flourishing of these practices.

  The crucial role of the bar in funding lawyers for subordinated people has been evident since the early days of LSC. [FN124]  In the 1960s, the bar often expressed a conservative position in the definition of appropriate lawyering for subordinated people and was viewed as an obstacle to social justice lawyering. [FN125]  However, in recent years, the bar has emerged as the leading advocate for funding legal services for subordinated people.  [FN126]  The bar's role is significant both in providing legitimacy to the concept of lawyers as ethically obliged to assist those unable to pay for services and, even more importantly, as the major defender of government funding for lawyers for subordinated people.

  There is a potential alliance of two factions within the bar that jeopardizes the alternative practices: proponents of LSC programs and lawyers who fear loss of income. [FN127]  LSC proponents fear that encouragement *440 of alternative models will undercut their efforts to secure bar funding and lobbying.   Lawyers in small practices may view lay practice and nonprofit legal systems as rivals for client income.

  The bar, however, has changed since the 1960s.   White women and people of color have entered the profession in great numbers.   There is less insistence on lawyer control of legal practice than twenty years ago.   Client pro se and nonlawyer assistance is more prevalent; many lawyers are aware of the impressive work of nonlawyers for subordinated people. [FN128]  The bar's debate on nonlawyer practice and support for funding legal services for subordinated people will reflect these demographic factors.

  The challenge to the bar is to undertake the search for a fair and public-spirited policy on nonlawyer practice and diverse practice models.   The issues of lay advocacy, pro bono lawyering, and client participation are crucial for clients and the bar.   A position that reflects only the income needs of attorneys and the maintenance of the LSC programs will undermine the legitimacy of lawyers and jeopardize the future of innovative programs.   A broad view, on the other hand, could produce proposals that would assist clients and protect lawyers' interests. [FN129]

  A "United Way" concept for funding legal services would support a vision of diverse models, including client nonprofits and social justice law firms that could receive funding from this revenue source. [FN130]  There are several versions of a United Way funding system.   One plan would be to create a pool of funds: client trust fund interest, bar membership assessments, filing fee designations, voluntary lawyer contributions, state tax allocations, and foundation grants.   Legal Services programs, client non-profits, social justice law firms, law school clinical programs, and pro bono bar projects would be eligible to submit applications for funding.   A second version would allow individual lawyers to designate funds to a list of approved legal assistance sites.   The individual designation version would be especially useful where the funds come directly from lawyers as in bar membership fees and voluntary contributions.

  *441 A United Way approach produces support since the funded practices reflect diverse interests of lawyers and clients.   A broad approach to funding would also encourage coexistence between LSC programs and the new practice models.   The groups would work together in order to maximize funding resources.   The result of such collaboration would be to encourage greater integration of social services and community services with legal services as demonstrated in the embedded practices.

  Law schools also must demonstrate leadership by supporting clinical programs and revising career counseling.   They must continue their support of clinics that provide service and train law students in skills and information that can provide lifetime service. [FN131]  Clinics offer students a protected site for experimentation and critical reflection on the styles and techniques for effective lawyering for subordinated people.   However, these programs face retrenchment as funding for law school clinical programs are eliminated.  [FN132]  Career counseling should be revised to expose students to the range of career options.   Career options presented to law students should reflect realistic practice opportunities and feature diverse practitioners. The client nonprofit model and the social justice law firm model will appeal to law students seeking jobs that encourage community and client commitment and that provide a decent income.   Law schools also must examine their loan forgiveness policies, internship funds, and pro bono policies to ensure that all types of practices are included, both to validate these practices and to enable law students to experience and learn the skills necessary for such practices.

  The alternative practice models are forums for the expression of lawyer commitment, the utilization of client experience, the strengthening of the nongovernment sector, and the reform of legal institutions.   They also present the challenge of fragmentation of legal service sites, funding conflicts, and nonlawyer practice debates.   Diverse social change practice models should be accepted and embraced.   Lawyer-client innovation can regenerate practice for subordinated people.   Leadership by the bar and law schools can convert highminded rhetoric into real practice.


[FNa]. Clinical Professor of Law, University of Wisconsin Law School and Senior Attorney, Center for Public Representation, Madison, Wisconsin.   I wish to acknowledge the energy and enthusiasm of the students who organized the Political Lawyering Conference, November 18, 1995, especially Judith Lurie, who encouraged me to write this Article.   The cooperation of the attorneys and clients interviewed for this study is also gratefully acknowledged.   Gary Bellow's work is a continual inspiration; this Article reflects my effort to continue his commitment to rethinking the delivery of legal services to the disadvantaged.   The author also wishes to thank David Wilkins for insightful comments on an earlier draft and Claudia Egan for her outstanding research assistance.


[FN1]. I define the terms "subordinated people" or "subordinated groups" as people who suffer from a marginalization that prevents them from becoming full members of society.   I use these phrases interchangeably with "poor people" and "disadvantaged people."


[FN2]. I use the term "social change lawyering" to refer to lawyers whose work is directed at altering some aspect of the social, economic, and/or political status quo.   I am referring to those lawyers who believe that the current status quo inhibits the full participation of and adequate benefits to subordinated people in society.


[FN3]. A recent set of articles address the appropriate critique of the current situation of the Legal Services Corporation programs.   See 83 GEO.L.J. 1529-1709 (1995).   Compare Marc Feldman, Political Lessons: Legal Services for the Poor, 83 GEO.L.J. 1529 (1995) (criticizing the efficacy and efficiency of LSC work for the poor) with Gary Bellow & Jeanne Charn, Paths Not Yet Taken: Some Comments on Feldman's Critique of Legal Services Practice, 83 GEO.L.J. 1633 (1995) (agreeing with Feldman's critique of efficacy and efficiency to some extent but offering alternative solutions).


[FN4]. See generally Feldman, supra note 3, at 1558-83 (discussing the historic causes of the depolitization of LSC).   For two additional articles discussing critiques of LSC based on depolitization, see Ruth Margaret Buchanan, Context, Continuity, and Difference in Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 MIAMI L.REV. 999 (1994) and Gary L. Blasi, What's a Theory For?: Notes on Reconstructing Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 MIAMI L.REV. 1063 (1994).


[FN5]. See generally GERALD P. LÓPEZ, REBELLIOUS LAWYERING: ONE CHICANO'S VISION OF PROGRESSIVE LAW PRACTICE (1994) (illustrating the limitations of the predominant formal approach to progressive lawyering and highlighting "rebellious lawyering" as a more inclusive alternative); Anthony A. Alfieri, Practicing Community, 107 HARV.L.REV. 1747 (1994) (reviewing GERALD P. LÓPEZ, REBELLIOUS LAWYERING: ONE CHICANO'S VISION OF PROGRESSIVE LAW PRACTICE); Louise G. Trubek, Critical Lawyering: Toward a New Public Interest Practice, 1 B.U.PUB.INT.L.J. 49 (1991) (discussing the concept of critical lawyering and its implementation in a public interest law practice).


[FN6]. See Ruth Buchanan & Louise G. Trubek, Resistances and Possibilities: A Critical and Practical Look at Public Interest Lawyering, 19 N.Y.U.REV.L. & SOC.CHANGE 687 (1992) (illustrating the critical lawyering perspective as a viable alternative to traditional public interest practice while highlighting practical difficulties in its realization).


[FN7]. See Peter Gabel & Paul Harris, Building Power and Breaking Images: Critical Legal Theory and the Practice of Law, 11 N.Y.U.REV.L. & SOC.CHANGE 369 (1982-83); Lucie E. White, Mobilization on the Margins of the Lawsuit: Making Space for Clients to Speak, 16 N.Y.U.REV.L. & SOC.CHANGE 535 (1987-88).


[FN8]. See, e.g., Lucie E. White, Subordination, Rhetorical Survival Skills, and Sunday Shoes: Notes on the Hearing of Mrs. G., 38 BUFF.L.REV. 1 (1990) (arguing for a humanist--opposed to a masculine--vision of procedural justice to address "deeply-rooted substantive inequality").   See generally Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic, Critical Race Theory: An Annotated Bibliography, 79 VA.L.REV. 461 (1993).


[FN9]. I define "collaborative lawyer-client relationship" as one where the lawyer self-consciously consults and involves the client in all important decisions, including allocating substantive work between the attorney and the client, to empower the client through the legal process.


[FN10]. See generally óGerald P. Lpez, Reconceiving Civil Rights Practice: Seven Weeks in the Life of a Rebellious Collaboration, 77 GEO.L.J. 1603 (1989) (documenting one lawyer's struggle to move beyond present conventions in the legal profession toward the "rebellious idea of lawyering against subordination" characterized by collaboration with professional and lay allies, education of colleagues and clients, and openness to lessons offered by subordinated clients).   I define "collegial site" as a workplace where there is a self-conscious goal to treat every worker with respect or to reduce workplace hierarchy based on status and income.


[FN11]. See Feldman, supra note 3; see also Alan W. Houseman, Political Lessons: Legal Services for the Poor--A Commentary, 83 GEO.L.J. 1669 (1995) (rejecting the idea of legal services as a catalyst for change, but nevertheless arguing for an interdisciplinary and holistic approach to legal services delivery).


[FN12]. Steven Labaton, Back from the Brink, the Legal Services Corporation Discovers It's in Danger Again, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 31, 1995, at A28.


[FN13]. Martin Gottlieb, A Lawyer for the People Plans to Fight on His Own, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 28, 1996, at A12.


[FN14]. Compare Feldman, supra note 3 with Houseman, supra note 11.


[FN15]. Compare Feldman, supra note 3 with Houseman, supra note 11.


[FN16]. See, e.g., Louise G. Trubek, The Worst of Times ... and the Best of Times: Lawyering for Poor Clients Today, 22 FORDHAM URB.L.J. 1123 (1995); Lucie E. White, Collaborative Lawyering in the Field?   On Mapping the Paths from Rhetoric to Practice, 1 CLINICAL L.REV. 157 (1994).


[FN17]. See, e.g., MICHAEL J. KELLY, LIVES OF LAWYERS: JOURNEYS IN THE ORGANIZATIONS OF PRACTICE (1994) (studying a variety of private practitioners, including a social justice law firm); John C. Kilwein, Still Trying: Cause Lawyering for the Poor and Disadvantaged in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in LAWYERING ON THE LEFT: CAUSES, POLITICS, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., forthcoming 1997); Richard D. Marsico, Working for Social Change and Preserving Client Autonomy: Is There a Role for 'Facilitative' Lawyering?, 1 CLINICAL L.REV. 639 (1995) (studying a law school clinical program); Aaron Porter, Norris, Schmidt, Green, Harris, Higgenbotham & Associates: The Impact of Philadelphia Cause Lawyers, in LAWYERING ON THE LEFT: CAUSES, POLITICS, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., forthcoming 1997); Stuart A. Scheingold, The Struggle to Politicize Legal Practice: Left-Activist Lawyering in Seattle, in LAWYERING ON THE LEFT: CAUSES, POLITICS, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., forthcoming 1997); Ann Southworth, Lawyer-Client Decision Making in Civil Rights and Poverty Practice: An Empirical Study of Lawyers' Norms, 9 GEO.J.LEGAL ETHICS 4 (1996) (studying public interest and pro bono practitioners).


[FN18]. My knowledge of the Wisconsin legal culture enabled me to select these alternative practices and obtain cooperation from those interviewed. The "Cause Lawyering" project coordinated by Austin Sarat and Stuart Scheingold helped me to conceptualize the paper.   The "Cause Lawyering" project assembled a group of scholars to examine who are cause lawyers and what are the social, political, and professional conditions that make it possible for lawyers to devote their professional lives to "moral activism."   The project is culminating in a forthcoming edited volume entitled LAWYERING ON THE LEFT: CAUSES, POLITICS, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., forthcoming 1997).


[FN19]. There are historic examples of similar efforts.   The settlement houses in New York in the early 20th century used lawyers to advocate for law reform and to provide direct case representation on behalf of their poor immigrant clients.   See MARTHA DAVIS, BRUTAL NEED: LAWYERS AND THE WELFARE RIGHTS MOVEMENT, 1960-1973 12 (1993).


[FN20]. Trubek, supra note 16, at 1130; see also Peter B. Edelman, Toward a Comprehensive Antipoverty Strategy: Getting Beyond the Silver Bullet, 81 GEO.L.J. 1697, 1727 (1993) (noting that nonprofits, not the federal government, are generally the agents for carrying out government and nongovernment programs to benefit the poor).


[FN21]. The profiles are based on interviews and a review of written documents provided by the organizations.


[FN22]. COALITION OF WISCONSIN AGING GROUPS, PLANNING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY: THE COALITION OF WISCONSIN AGING GROUPS' LONG RANGE PLAN (1994).


[FN23]. COALITION OF WISCONSIN AGING GROUPS, CWAG FACT SHEET (1992).


[FN24]. Edelman, supra note 20, at 1703, 1712.


[FN25]. Telephone Interview with an attorney from the Coalition of Wisconsin Aging Groups (Jan. 24, 1996) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with CWAG Attorney].  The original location of the legal unit was a public interest law firm that endorsed and encouraged the merger.   The firm favored the move because it placed the program directly within the leadership and control of the client group it served.   The firm also believed the direct administration of the unit by the client group would improve the long-range funding for the unit.   DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES, WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, INTERIM PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE WISCONSIN LEGAL ASSISTANCE/BENEFIT SPECIALIST PROGRAM 1 (1992) (interim report).


[FN26]. Telephone Interview with Thomas Frazier, Executive Director, Coalition of Wisconsin Aging Groups (Sept. 25, 1995) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with CWAG Director].


[FN27]. Telephone Interview with CWAG Attorney, supra note 25.


[FN28]. Hearings on Legal Services Delivery before the Comm'n on the Delivery of Legal Services, State Bar of Wisconsin (Aug. 14, 1995) (statement of Jane Raymond, former supervisor of the Wisconsin Elderly Benefit Specialist Program, Bureau of Aging, Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services).


[FN29]. Telephone Interview with CWAG Director, supra note 26.


[FN30]. Trubek, supra note 16, at 1124 (citing Elizabeth M. Schneider, Particularity and Generality: Challenges of Feminist Theory and Practice in Work on Women-Abuse, 67 N.Y.U.L.REV. 520, 522-24 (1992)).


[FN31]. WISCONSIN COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, PHILOSOPHY, MISSION AND GOALS.


[FN32]. Trubek, supra note 16, at 1124 (citing Elizabeth M. Schneider, Particularity and Generality: Challenges of Feminist Theory and Practice in Work on Women-Abuse, 67 N.Y.U.L.REV. 520, 522-24 (1992)).


[FN33]. Trubek, supra note 16, at 1124.


[FN34]. Task Force on Battered Women and Association for Women Lawyers, 1992 Request to the Women's Fund of Milwaukee Foundation 4-5 (1992) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the author).


[FN35]. Trubek, supra note 16, at 1124.


[FN36]. Telephone Interview with an attorney from the Legal Services Center in Oshkosh, Wis. (Jan. 24, 1996) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with LSC Attorney].


[FN37]. Telephone Interview with Director, Domestic Violence Shelter #2, Superior, Wis. (Sept. 27, 1995) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Shelter #2].


[FN38]. Telephone Interview with Director, Domestic Violence Shelter #3, Richland Center, Wis. (Jan. 24, 1996) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Shelter #3].


[FN39]. Telephone Interview with Director, Domestic Violence Shelter #1, Platteville, Wis. (Sept. 27, 1995) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Shelter #1]; Telephone Interview with Shelter #2, supra note 37; Telephone Interview with Shelter #3, supra note 38.


[FN40]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #2, supra note 37.


[FN41]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #1, supra note 39.


[FN42]. Id.


[FN43]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #3, supra note 38.


[FN44]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #1, supra note 39.


[FN45]. Id.


[FN46]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #2, supra note 38.


[FN47]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #3, supra note 37.


[FN48]. In this Article, I use "nonlawyer" to refer to persons without law degrees who perform substantive legal work, "lay advocate" to refer to employees of nonprofit organizations who perform substantive legal work, "paralegal" to refer to employees of law firms or self-employed persons who perform substantive legal work, and "pro se" to refer to individuals who represent themselves in legal matters. 
  The lexicon of nonlawyer activity in legal and law-related matters is confusing because many of the terms are used with significant variation from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and from one organization to another.   See A.B.A. COMM'N ON NONLAWYER PRACTICE, NONLAWYER ACTIVITY IN LAW-RELATED SITUATIONS: A REPORT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS iii, xvii-xviii (1995).


[FN49]. WISCONSIN COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, LEGAL PROJECT WORK PLAN, (Jan. 1, 1995--Dec. 31, 1995).


[FN50]. Telephone Interview with CWAG Attorney, supra note 25.


[FN51]. Id.


[FN52]. Id.


[FN53]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #2, supra note 37.


[FN54]. Id.


[FN55]. E.g., Telephone Interview with LSC Attorney, supra note 36.


[FN56]. Telephone Interview with CWAG Attorney, supra note 25.


[FN57]. E.g., Telephone Interview with Shelter #2, supra note 37.


[FN58]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #1, supra note 39.


[FN59]. Telephone Interview with Shelter #3, supra note 38.


[FN60]. WILLIAM H. SIMON, CENTER FOR PUBLIC REPRESENTATION, AN INNOVATIVE MODEL PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE ELDERLY IN WISCONSIN (1988); THE SPANGENBERG GROUP, COMM'N ON LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY, AMERICAN BAR ASS'N, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: WISCONSIN ELDER NEEDS STUDY (1991); see also Herbert M. Kritzer, The Reality of Advocacy: Lawyers and Nonlawyers Compared or "The First Thing We Do, Let's Kill All the Lawyers" (unpublished manuscript, on file with the author) (presented at meeting of the Law & Society Association, Toronto, Canada, June 1-4, 1995) (studying the role of lay advocates and finding them competent).


[FN61]. See WIS.STAT. §  813.122(3)(b)(2) (1992).   The recent American Bar Association report on nonlawyer practice extensively discusses the lay advocate for domestic violence cases.   See A.B.A. COMM'N ON NONLAWYER PRACTICE, supra note 48, at 155-57.


[FN62]. Telephone Interview with LSC Attorney, supra note 36; Telephone Interview with CWAG Attorney, supra note 25.


[FN63]. ROBERT GRANFIELD, MAKING ELITE LAWYERS 90 (1992); see also Gottlieb, supra note 13.


[FN64]. Louise G. Trubek & M. Elizabeth Kransberger, Social Justice and the Structures of Private Practice, in LAWYERING ON THE LEFT: CAUSES, POLITICS, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., forthcoming 1997).   Contemporary social justice law firms have historical antecedents.   See WABUN WIND, THE PEOPLE'S LAWYERS, MARLISE JAMES (1973).


[FN65]. Trubek & Kransberger, supra note 64.   This Section includes material from early interviews used in Social Justice and the Structures of Private Practice.   The names of the lawyers have been changed and the locations of their practices have been omitted to preserve the anonymity of the lawyers.


[FN66]. Interview with Attorney Caldwell, Partner, Strickland & Caldwell (May 1993) [hereinafter Interview with Caldwell]; Interview with Attorney Strickland, Partner, Strickland & Caldwell (May 1993) [hereinafter Interview with Strickland].


[FN67]. Interview with Strickland, supra note 66.


[FN68]. Interview with Attorney Strickland, Partner, Strickland & Caldwell  (July 1994) [hereinafter Interview with Strickland Supplemental].


[FN69]. Id.


[FN70]. Interview with Caldwell, supra note 66.


[FN71]. Telephone Interview Attorney Caldwell, partner, Strickland & Caldwell (May 1995).


[FN72]. Interview with Caldwell, supra note 66.   But cf. Austin Sarat & William L.F. Felstiner, Law and Strategy in the Divorce Lawyer's Office, 20 L. & SOC'Y REV. 93 (1986) (describing the divorce lawyer as cynically manipulating the client to accept the lawyer's view of their legal claim).


[FN73]. Interview with Caldwell, supra note 66.


[FN74]. See Nancy Dowd, Work and Family: The Gender Paradox and the Limitations of Gender Discrimination in Restructuring the Workplace, 24 HARV.C.R.-C.L.L.REV. 79 (1989).


[FN75]. Interview with Caldwell, supra note 66.


[FN76]. Carol Rose Ashley, Effective "Cause" Lawyering: A Case Study of Attorney [James Smith] 1 (Dec. 12, 1992) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the author) [hereinafter Smith #1].


[FN77]. Id. at 11.


[FN78]. See id. at 12.


[FN79]. Id. at 1.


[FN80]. Id. at 4-6.   Ironically, the older attorney who was a mentor to Smith is now practicing in Smith's firm after the breakup of the original firm.


[FN81]. Telephone Interview with Attorney James Smith, Lead Partner, Smith & Associates (Dec. 16, 1994) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Smith #3].


[FN82]. Telephone Interview with Attorney James Smith, Lead Partner, Smith & Associates (Dec. 5, 1994) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Smith #2].


[FN83]. Telephone Interview with Smith #3, supra note 81.


[FN84]. See supra notes 65-83 and accompanying text.


[FN85]. See, e.g., Louise G. Trubek, Introduction to the Symposium on New Approaches to Poverty Law, Teaching, and Practice, 4 B.U.PUB.INT.L.J. 235, 240- 41 (1995) (summarizing the insights of various symposium participants in recommending shifts in substantive law as a way for poverty lawyers to combat attacks on legal services); see also Trubek, supra note 16, at 1136.


[FN86]. See Naomi Cahn & Joan Meier, Domestic Violence and Feminist Jurisprudence Towards a New Agenda, 4 B.U.PUB.INT.L.J. 339, 359-60 (1995); Peter Margulies, Representation of Domestic Violence Survivors as a New Paradigm of Poverty Law: In Search of Access, Connection, and Voice, 63 GEO.WASH.L.REV. (forthcoming Aug. 1996).


[FN87]. See Peter Pitegoff, Law School Initiatives in Housing and Community Development, 4 B.U.PUB.INT.L.J. 275, 283 (1995).   Lawyers who work with community groups and minority entrepreneurs engage in collaborative relations with the client.   Southworth, supra note 17.


[FN88]. Interview with Caldwell, supra note 66; Interview with Strickland, supra note 66.


[FN89]. Smith #1, supra note 76, at 9-11.


[FN90]. Id.; Telephone Interview with Smith #3, supra note 81.


[FN91]. Smith #1, supra note 76, at 12.
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